
G e n e r a l M a t h e m a t i c s S e m i n a r
——————— of the University of Luxembourg ———————

—————————————————————————————

in cooperation with the
Luxembourg Mathematical Society

Tuesday 26 January 2016, at 4 pm Campus Kirchberg, Room B02

Prof. Dr. Bertrand Deroin

CNRS & École Normale Supérieure de Paris, France

A transfer principle, from periods to isoperiodic foliation

I’ll describe recent advances on the dynamics of some particular differential equations in the complex
domain, coming from Picard-Fuchs theory, that describe the evolution of the periods of abelian differentials
on algebraic curves. The talk will be mostly based on works by Haupt, McMullen, Simpson and my own
work in collaboration with Calsamiglia and Francaviglia. I’ll notably focus on the isoperiodic foliation, and
show that its dynamics can be understood via the period mapping by applying Ratner’s theory to the action
of the modular group on the set of periods. This transfer principle is a consequence of a topological property
of the period map: its fibers are connected.

Coordinator: Stéphane Korvers
RMATH contact: Nicolas Tholozan



G e n e r a l M a t h e m a t i c s S e m i n a r
——————— of the University of Luxembourg ———————

—————————————————————————————

in cooperation with the
Luxembourg Mathematical Society

Tuesday 09 February 2016, at 4 pm Campus Kirchberg, Room B02

Prof. Dr. Motohico Mulase

University of California, Davis, USA

A formula for Non-Abelian Hodge theory through Gaiotto’s conjecture

The non-Abelian Hodge theory is a quantization process over a compact Riemann surface. Since the
correspondence is known to be non-holomorphic, there is no global formula expected. Gaiotto, however,
conjectures that the process applied to a holomorphic Lagrangian subvariety of the moduli space of Higgs
bundles called Hitchin sections has a simple and concrete formula. Recently, Dumitrescu, Fredrickson,
Kydonakis, Mazzeo, Mulase, and Neitzke jointly solved this conjecture. The solution gives a deformation
family of vector bundles and h-bar connections of Deligne that interpolates Higgs pairs and opers. The
talk will focus on the construction of this family. The resulting opers are indeed "quantum curves" that
quantize Hitchin spectral curves.

Coordinator: Stéphane Korvers
RMATH contact: François Petit



M a t h e m a t i c s C o l l o q u i u m
————————— of the University of Luxembourg —————————

—————————————————————————
in cooperation with the

Luxembourg Mathematical Society

Tuesday 23 February 2016, at 4 pm Campus Kirchberg, Room B02

Prof. Dr. Domenico Marinucci
University of Rome ” Tor Vergata ”, Italy

Prof. Domenico Marinucci is a member of the
Department of Mathematics of the University of
Rome Tor Vergata, of which he has been director
during the period 2007-2015. He is also a Core
Team Member of the European Space Agency

(ESA) Mission Planck, as well as a component of
the ESA Consortium Euclid. He is the current

Editor in Chief of the Electronic Journal of
Statistics, and the holder of the ERC Grant

PASCAL. Domenico Marinucci has made a large
number of seminal contributions to probability

theory and mathematical statistics, in particular to
the analysis of long memory time series, to the

geometric and spectral analysis of isotropic fields on homogeneous spaces, to the theory of spin random
fields, as well as to the use of needlet/wavelet techniques for the analysis of cosmological data.

The geometry of random spherical eigenfunctions

In this talk, we review some recent developments on the geometry of random fields on the sphere; we
will discuss also the importance of these fields for applications, in particular in a Cosmological framework.
More precisely, we focus on the area, the boundary length and the Euler-Poincaré characteristic for the
excursion sets of random spherical eigenfunctions - i.e., the three Lipschitz-Killing curvatures, or Minkowski
functionals. Their expected value can be fully characterized by means of the so-called Gaussian Kinematic
Formula (Adler and Taylor 2007); we discuss here some very recent results on computation of their variances
and derivation of quantitative central limit theorems. We consider also the case where the eigenfunctions
are averaged over energy windows, as it happens in the implementation of spherical wavelets. Finally,
we illustrate some applications of these tools for the analysis of Cosmic Microwave Background radiation
data. The results we discuss are the outcome of joint works with Valentina Cammarota, Giovanni Peccati,
Maurizia Rossi and Igor Wigman.

RMATH contact: Giovanni Peccati
Coordinator: Stéphane Korvers



G e n e r a l M a t h e m a t i c s S e m i n a r
——————— of the University of Luxembourg ———————

—————————————————————————————

in cooperation with the
Luxembourg Mathematical Society

Tuesday 01 March 2016, at 4 pm Campus Kirchberg, Room B02

Prof. Dr. Alexander Vasil’ev

University of Bergen, Norway

Slit holomorphic stochastic flows

We use general Loewner theory to define general slit Loewner chains in the unit disk, which in the stochastic
case lead to slit holomorphic stochastic flows. Radial, chordal and dipolar SLE are classical examples of
such flows. Our approach, however, allows to construct new processes of SLE type that possess conformal
invariance and some sort of the domain Markov property. The local behavior of these processes is similar
to that of classical SLEs.

Coordinator: Stéphane Korvers
RMATH contact: Anton Thalmaier



G e n e r a l M a t h e m a t i c s S e m i n a r
——————— of the University of Luxembourg ———————

—————————————————————————————

in cooperation with the
Luxembourg Mathematical Society

Tuesday 12 April 2016, at 4 pm Campus Kirchberg, Room B27

Prof. Dr. Grigory Mikhalkin

Université de Genève, Switzerland

Quantum index of real plane curves and refined enumerative geometry

We note that under certain conditions, the area bounded by the logarithmic image of a real plane curve is
a half-integer multiple of pi square. The half-integer number can be interpreted as the quantum index of
the real curve and used to refine real enumerative invariants.

Coordinator: Stéphane Korvers
RMATH contact: Ozgur Ceyhan



G e n e r a l M a t h e m a t i c s S e m i n a r
——————— of the University of Luxembourg ———————

—————————————————————————————

in cooperation with the
Luxembourg Mathematical Society

Tuesday 19 April 2016, at 4 pm Campus Kirchberg, Room B02

Prof. Dr. Athanase Papadopoulos

CNRS, Université de Strasbourg, France

Metrics on convex sets and on Teichmüller spaces

I will introduce several classes of metrics on convex subsets of Euclidean space and on Teichmüller spaces,
I will discuss some of their properties and mention relations between them.

Coordinator: Stéphane Korvers
RMATH contact: Jean-Marc Schlenker



G e n e r a l M a t h e m a t i c s S e m i n a r
——————— of the University of Luxembourg ———————

—————————————————————————————
in cooperation with the

Luxembourg Mathematical Society

Tuesday 26 April 2016, at 4 pm Campus Kirchberg, Room B27

Prof. Dr. Wing Suet Li

Georgia Institute of Technology, USA

Inequalities for eigenvalues of sums of self-adjoint operators
and related intersection problems

Consider Hermitian matrices A,B,C : H → H on an n-dimensional Hilbert space such that C = A + B.
Let α = {α1 ≥ · · · ≥ αn}, β = {β1 ≥ · · · ≥ βn}, and γ = {γ1 ≥ · · · ≥ γn} be sequences of eigenvalues
of A, B, and C counting multiplicity, arranged in decreasing order. Such a triple of real numbers (α, β, γ)
that satisfies the so-called Horn inequalities, a set of inequalities conjectured by A. Horn in 1960 and later
the conjecture was proved by the work of Klyachko and Knutson-Tao, describes the eigenvalues of the sum
of n by n Hermitian matrices, i.e., Hermitian matrices A, B, and C = A + B with eigenvalues α, β, and
γ respectively. In this talk we will show that these inequalities are also valid for selfadjoint elements in
a finite factor. The major difficulty in our argument is the proof that certain generalized Schubert cells
have nonempty intersection. In the finite dimensional case, it follows from the classical intersection theory.
However, there is no readily available intersection theory for von Neumann algebras. Our argument requires
a good understanding of the combinatorial structure of honeycombs, and produces an actual element in the
intersection algorithmically, and it seems to be new even in finite dimensions.

If time permits, we will also discuss how Horn inequalities can be interpreted for the types of torsion
modules over division rings and singular values for products of matrices, and how additional information
can be obtained whenever a Horn inequality saturates. In addition, some recent work and open questions
will also be discussed.

Coordinator: Stéphane Korvers
RMATH contact: François Petit



G e n e r a l M a t h e m a t i c s S e m i n a r
——————— of the University of Luxembourg ———————

—————————————————————————————

in cooperation with the
Luxembourg Mathematical Society

Tuesday 17 May 2016, at 4 pm Campus Kirchberg, Room B02

Prof. Dr. Andrzej Zuk

Université Paris 7, France

Random walks on random symmetric groups

Finite simple groups are generated by two elements. Asymptotically almost surely a random choice of
elements provides generators. We are interested in efficiency of generating symmetric and alternating
groups in terms of mixing times. The results are based on expansion properties of certain random graphs.

Coordinator: Stéphane Korvers
RMATH contact: Anton Thalmaier



G e n e r a l M a t h e m a t i c s S e m i n a r
——————— of the University of Luxembourg ———————

—————————————————————————————

in cooperation with the
Luxembourg Mathematical Society

Monday 13 June 2016, at 4 pm Campus Kirchberg, Room B02

Prof. Dr. Lei Ni

University of California, San Diego, USA

A classification of Gradient Shrinking Ricci Solitons

The Gradient Shrinking Ricci Solitons arise from the singularity analysis of the Ricci flow. They also
generalize Einstein metrics. In this talk I shall discuss a recent classification result (joint with X.-L. Li and
K. Wang).

Coordinator: Stéphane Korvers
RMATH contact: Anton Thalmaier



G e n e r a l M a t h e m a t i c s S e m i n a r
——————— of the University of Luxembourg ———————

—————————————————————————————

in cooperation with the
Luxembourg Mathematical Society

Tuesday 21 June 2016, at 4 pm Campus Kirchberg, Room B02

Prof. Dr. Ethan Berkove

Lafayette College, Easton, PA, USA

Ethan Berkove received his Ph.D.
from the University of Wisconsin,

Madison and is a Professor of
Mathematics at Lafayette College in

Easton, PA. His primary research
interests are in topology, algebra,

and the interactions between these
fields. He is also interested in

mathematical recreations (like the
one in this talk) and connections

between mathematics and origami.
He is visiting Luxembourg for a

research project with Alexander D.
Rahm on the cohomology of finite

index subgroups in the Bianchi
groups.

Solving the Color Cubes Puzzle

Given a palette of colors, a color cube is one where each face is colored with exactly one color and all colors
in the palette appear on some face. For example, there are 30 distinct 6-color cubes. In the Color Cubes
Puzzle, a variant of a classic puzzle by combinatorialist Percy MacMahon, one is given a set of color cubes
and has to determine if it is possible to arrange a subset of the collection into an n × n × n cube where
each face is a single color. In this talk we will discuss what is known about the Color Cubes problem, and
for various size color palettes determine set sizes so no matter which cubes make up the set, one can always
find a solution. We will also describe a number of open questions related to Color Cubes.

Coordinator: Stéphane Korvers
RMATH contact: Alexander D. Rahm



G e n e r a l M a t h e m a t i c s S e m i n a r
——————— of the University of Luxembourg ———————

—————————————————————————————

in cooperation with the
Luxembourg Mathematical Society

Tuesday 5 July 2016, at 4 pm Campus Kirchberg, Room B02

Prof. Dr. Hugo Parlier

University of Fribourg, Switzerland

Chromatic numbers for hyperbolic surfaces

Given a metric space X and a positive real number d, the chromatic number of (X, d) is the minimum
number of colors needed to color points of the metric space such that any two points at distance d are
colored differently. When X is a metric graph and d is 1, this is the usual chromatic number of a graph.
When X is the Euclidean plane (the d is irrelevant), the chromatic number is known to be between 4 and
7. Finding the exact value is known as the Hadwiger-Nelson problem. For the hyperbolic plane, even less is
known and it is not even known whether or not the chromatic number is bounded by a quantity independent
of d.

This talk, based on joint work with Camille Petit, is about finding bounds on chromatic numbers of
hyperbolic surfaces and related spaces.

Coordinator: Stéphane Korvers
RMATH contact: Jean-Marc Schlenker



G e n e r a l M a t h e m a t i c s S e m i n a r
——————— of the University of Luxembourg ———————

—————————————————————————————

in cooperation with the
Luxembourg Mathematical Society

Thursday 15 September 2016, at 2 pm Campus Kirchberg, Room A02

Prof. Dr. Eva Miranda

Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Spain

bm-Symplectic manifolds: Going to infinity and coming back

Several problems from celestial mechanics (like the elliptic restricted 3-body problem) and their singularities
("collisions") can be described using symplectic forms away from a critical set (known in the literature of
celestial mechanics as the line at infinity or the collision manifold). In these examples the symplectic form
either vanishes or goes to infinity along the critical set. It is possible to give a global description of these
objects using bm-symplectic forms and folded symplectic forms. We will present some of these examples and
we will quickly review some results concerning dynamics on these manifolds like action-angle coordinates
for integrable systems and KAM results.

We will end up this talk explaining a desingularization procedure called deblogging (joint work with Victor
Guillemin and Jonathan Weitsman) which associates a family of symplectic forms or folded symplectic forms
to a given bm-symplectic form depending on the parity of m. Time permitting, several applications of this
procedure will be discussed.

Coordinator: Stéphane Korvers
RMATH contact: Martin Schlichenmaier
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in cooperation with the

Luxembourg Mathematical Society

Tuesday 11 October 2016, at 4 pm Campus Kirchberg, Room B2

Univ.-Prof. Nils Carqueville, PhD

Universität Wien, Austria (Erwin Schrödinger Institut für Mathematische Physik)

Nils Carqueville received his Ph.D. from King's

College London and is a Simons Junior Professor in

the Faculty of Mathematics at the University of

Vienna, and at the Erwin Schrödinger Institute. His

primary research interests are in algebra, higher

categories, low-dimensional topology and the

relations to mathematical physics.

Topological quantum �eld theory: symmetries and defects
A major paradigm of 20th-century science is to understand nature in the language of quantum �eld theory. E�orts to

make mathematical sense of this language have led to successful and ongoing cross-fertilisation between theoretical

physics and pure mathematics. In particular, Atiyah and Segal proposed an axiomisation of the notorious "path

integral" by beautifully linking geometry with algebra.

The talk starts with a lightening review of this functorial approach, and then quickly restricts to the case in which

spacetime is two-dimensional and has no geometric structure: two-dimensional topological quantum �eld theory

(TQFT). This seemingly simple situation is still surprisingly rich, and we will see how algebras, categories, and

"higher" structures appear naturally; examples of such structures are ubiquitous in many areas of mathematics.

Once the stage is carefully set, we turn to the central notion of symmetry, which involves the action of groups on

a TQFT. We will be led to interpret symmetries as special kinds of "defects" of the TQFT, which in turn allows

for a natural, purely algebraic generalisation of the operation of "modding out by a symmetry". This leads to new

equivalences between categories, which we will illustrate with examples from singularity theory and representation

theory.

Co�ee and cookies: 15:30 in open space of the �rst �oor, block G of campus Kirchberg.

Time and place: 16:00 (4 p.m.) in the lecture theatre B2 of the main building on Kirchberg.

RMATH contact: Florian Schätz

Coordinator: Alexander D. Rahm



General M a t h e m a t i c s Seminar (GMS)
————————— of the University of Luxembourg

————————————————————————————

in cooperation with the Luxembourg Mathematical Society

Tuesday 25 October 2016, 4 pm Campus Kirchberg, Room B2

V.-Prof. David Radnell, PhD. Aalto University, Finland

David Radnell is currently a visiting professor in
the Department of Mathematics and Systems
Analysis at Aalto University in Finland. His

research interests lie at the interface of conformal
field theory, complex analytic Teichmueller theory,

and geometric function theory. This work is
partly motivated by the program of using vertex

operator algebras to rigorously construct
conformal field theory in the sense of G. Segal.

Teichmueller theory and
analytic foundations of conformal field theory

Conformal field theory (CFT) is a special class of two-dimensional quantum field theories that appears
in statistical mechanics and string theory. Understanding its rich mathematical structures has led to
developments in diverse branches of mathematics, from algebra to stochastic analysis. Our focus will
be on the rigorous analytic and geometric foundations of CFT which are deeply tied to the infinite-
dimensional (quasiconformal) Teichmueller theory of bordered Riemann surfaces.
Moreover, ideas from CFT have led us to results in Teichmueller theory, such as a fiber structure
on Teichmueller space, and a new refined infinite-dimensional Teichmueller space on which the Weil-
Petersson metric converges.
Assuming only minimal background I will discuss some of these new interactions between CFT, geometry
and analysis.

Coffee and cookies: 15:30 in open space of the first floor, block G of campus Kirchberg.
Time and place: 16:00 (4 p.m.) in the lecture theatre B2 of the main building on Kirchberg.

RMATH contact: Özgür Ceyhan
Coordinator: Alexander D. Rahm
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in cooperation with the
Luxembourg Mathematical Society

Tuesday 15th of November 2016, at 4 pm Campus Kirchberg, Room B2

Professor Gunther Cornelissen

Universiteit Utrecht, The Netherlands

Gunther Cornelissen is Professor for Geometry and

Number Theory and Head of Mathematics at

Utrecht University in The Netherlands. He likes to

connect number theory, algebraic geometry and

noncommutative geometry in new ways, with

occasional digressions into logic and mathematical

physics. Before joining Utrecht, he worked in Gent

and Bonn, and visited Warwick and Caltech, where

he held the Charles de Prima lecture.

Di�erential geometric methods in number theory

I will explain that, for solving a polynomial equation (such as Fermat's equation) in integers, it can be

helpful to use tools from the mathematical theory of soap bubbles, or from the mathematical theory of

networks.

Co�ee, tea and croissants: 15:30 just outside the room B2.

Time and place: 16:00 (4 p.m.) in the room B2 of the main building on Kirchberg.

RMATH contact: Özgür Ceyhan

Coordinator: Alexander D. Rahm



General M a t h ema t i c s Seminar (GMS)

��������� of the University of Luxembourg
����������������������������

in cooperation with the Luxembourg Mathematical Society

Monday 21 November 2016, 4 pm Campus Kirchberg (A17)

Prof. Benoît Collins (Kyoto University, Japan)

Benoît Collins' research interests include but are not

limited to Random Matrices and the applications thereof.

He is also interested in Free Probability, Quantum

Information Theory, Operator Algebras and Quantum

Groups. He is an editor of the Annales de l'Institut Henri

Poincaré (série B) and of the Annales Blaise Pascal, and

has received numerous prizes and grants, among them a

Kakenhi wakate B (JSPS), the Takebe prize, the G de B

Robinson award, invited professorship at the Mittag-Le�er

institute and Ontario's Early Research Award.

Norm convergence for random unitary multimatrix models

and Quantum Information Theory
Abstract: An element P of the group algebra on the free group with k generators gives naturally rise to a random matrix

Pn in dimension n if one replaces the generators of the free group by k i.i.d. Haar distributed unitary random matrices

on the unitary group U(n). One of the greatest success of Voiculescu's free probability has been to predict almost surely

the asymptotic histogram of singular values of Pn as n grows � and to show the existence of a limit in the �rst place. In

particular, away from the limiting spectrum, the proportion of singular values goes to zero almost surely. However, the

problem of whether there are singular values at all away from the limiting spectrum was left open. In a joint paper with

Male, we solved this �15 years open question. After presenting this result and its history, I will focus on one important

application to Quantum Information Theory: typical quantum channels violate the Minimum Output Entropy additivity.

This additivity question has arguably been one of the major problems in Quantum Information of the last decade. I will

recall the statement of this problem, its meaning and its unexpected history, and then I will explain how our result on

random unitary matrices gives a new streamlined proof of this additivity violation result. The QIT part of this talk is

partly based on joint works with Belinschi, Fukuda, Nechita and Zhong. I will try to give a self-contained talk, without

assuming knowledge in Random Matrix Theory, Operator Algebras or Quantum Information Theory.

Co�ee and cookies: 15:30 in the �rst �oor open space of block G of campus Kirchberg.

Time and place: 16:00 (4 p.m.) in the classroom A17 of the main building on Kirchberg.

RMATH contact: Jean-Marc Schlenker

Coordinator: Alexander D. Rahm



General M a t h ema t i c s Seminar (GMS)

��������� of the University of Luxembourg
����������������������������

in cooperation with the Luxembourg Mathematical Society

Tuesday 22 November 2016, 4 pm Campus Kirchberg (B2)

Prof. Victor Nistor Université de Lorraine, Metz

Victor Nistor is Professor in the Mathematics Department

at University of Lorraine. His prizes and awards are:

Sloan Fellow, July 1995 to June 1997. National Young

Investigator Award, August 1, 1994 to July 30, 1999. He

has received several prizes at student and high school

mathematics competitions. Honorary member of the

Mathematical Institute of the Romanian Academy and of

the Penn State Institute for Gravity and the Cosmos.

Keynote speaker in one of the mini-symposia of the

European Congress of Computational Mechanics, Paris,

and of US Natl. Cong. Comp. Mechanics, Raleigh.

Analysis on singular and noncompact spaces

and Lie algebroids

After reviewing the de�nition of a Lie algebroid and a related Serre-Swan theorem, I will explain how Lie

algebroids can be used to model simple singularities starting with conical and edge singularities. Then

I will explain how the structural algebroid, which plays the role of the tangent space, leads to a natural

class of Riemannian metrics, called "compatible metrics." One of the main results gives a connection

between the structure of the Lie algebroid and the analysis of the geometric operators associated to a

compatible metric (Laplace, Dirac, ... ). This results expresses Fredholm criteria in terms of operators

invariant with respect to suitable groups, which allows to use tools from harmonic analysis. These

results are part of joint works with B. Ammann, R. Lauter, B. Monthubert, and others.

Co�ee and cookies: 15:30 in the �rst �oor open space of block G of campus Kirchberg.

Time and place: 16:00 (4 p.m.) in the lecture theatre B2 of the main building on Kirchberg.

RMATH contact: Anton Thalmaier

Coordinator: Alexander D. Rahm



General M a t h e m a t i c s Seminar (GMS)
————————— of the University of Luxembourg

————————————————————————————
in cooperation with the Luxembourg Mathematical Society

Tuesday 6 December 2016, 4 pm Campus Kirchberg (B2)

Prof. Dr. Catherine Meusburger (FAU Erlangen-Nürnberg)

Catherine Meusburger is Professor in the Mathematics
Department at Friedrich-Alexander-Universität

Erlangen-Nürnberg. She is the German vice representative
of the network Quantum structure of spacetime;

Investigator of the project Quantum groups, Poisson-Lie
symmetries and integrable systems of Spain’s Ministerio

de Economia y Competitividad.
Her prizes and awards include the University teaching

award of the Bavarian Ministry of Science and Education,
an Emmy Noether Fellowship, a Marie Curie Research

Fellowship, scholarships from the German National
Academic Foundation and the Gustav Mie Prize in Physics.

Generalised shear coordinates for (2 + 1)-spacetimes
The diffeomorphism invariant phase space of (2 + 1)-gravity is a moduli space of maximal globally hy-
perbolic constant curvature Lorentzian (2+1)-spacetimes with the curvature given by the cosmological
constant.
We consider spacetimes with cusped Cauchy surfaces S and parametrise these moduli spaces in terms
of shear coordinates and measured geodesic laminations on S. This leads to a simple description of
their symplectic structure in terms of the cotangent bundle of Teichmueller space and can be viewed
as analytic continuation of shear coordinates.
We describe the mapping class group action on these moduli spaces and show that it is by symplec-
tomorphisms. This leads to three different mapping class group actions on the cotangent bundle of
Teichmueller space, which involve the cosmological constant as a parameter and are generated by
Hamiltonians.
This is joint work with Carlos Scarinci, arXiv:14022575, J. Differential Geometry 103 (2016) 425-474

Coffee and cookies: 15:30 in the first floor open space of block G of campus Kirchberg.
Time and place: 16:00 (4 p.m.) in the lecture theatre B2 of the main building on Kirchberg.

RMATH contact: Vladimir Salnikov
Coordinator: Alexander D. Rahm
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